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Abstract
The purpose of this project was to develop and examine a computerized interactive probability
applet designed to teach basic concepts of probability. The applet design was intended to be a
user-friendly way to encourage understanding of basic probability concepts such as, rules of
probability, probabilities of mutually exclusive events , and the multiplication rule. Thirty
participants were recruited from Utah State University and were asked to participate in the
evaluation process of the probability applet. The evaluation of the probability applet consisted of
three parts: First , a group of participants were video recorded and asked to voice any and all
thoughts while playing the probability game, second , another group was asked to work through a
pretest before playing the probability game and then answered bonus questions throughout the
applet and third , a separate group filled out a questionnaire focused towards assessing the ease of
use.
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Introduction

Computer-based tools such as interactive applets and tutorials have the power to effectively
illustrate complicated statistical concepts in concrete ways. At the introductory statistics course
level , efforts to incorporate technology into teaching are heavily impacted by the often negative
attitudes of students toward statistics ; attitudes that may be exacerbated by confusing, complex
or intimidating technological tools. To take advantage of the power of interactive computer
based tools without increasing the anxiety of students in introductory statistics courses, we
developed an easy-to-use , topic specific concept-tutorial in statistics. The development of an
effective tool requires that the tutorial be user-tested for ease-of-use and effectiveness in teaching
the desired concepts.
In this study I evaluated an interactive computerized tool that was created to teach basic concepts
of probability. The interactive computerized applet was designed and coded in Java , the
computer based language most commonly used for creating applets. The applet was intended to
help students improve their understanding of basic probability and increase their confidence in
using the knowledge of the probability rules introduced. In the design of this applet, it was
expected that the students playing the interactive probability game would think intuitively and
gain a better understanding of probability. Thirty participants were recruited from Utah State
University's campus to participate in the evaluation process of the probability applet. The
evaluation of the probability applet consisted of three parts. First, to investigate the thinking
process users engage in; second, to assess the effectiveness of the probability applet in increasing
knowledge of probability ; and third to evaluate ease of use.
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Background:
An applet is an interactive computerized tool that can be used to facilitate learning and
discovery . Applets are often coded in the computer program language , Java . These interactive
tools can be posted on the internet and are easily accessible after downloading Java and can be
used identically on a PC or a Macintosh computer. They are a practical teaching and learning
tool because they are free and easy to download. Applets are also beneficial in demonstrating
concepts , or experiments that otherwise may be dangerous or expensive. Creators can design
these tools to be user-friendly , as well as interactive for anyone to learn or discover a concept,
participate in a virtual experiment , or explore a problem or question. Java applets can be used to
minimi ze time in learning complex computer programs , calculator functions , and instead
maximize time to focus on statistical concepts. " Students say that they are more likely to use
applets outside of the classroom since they do not experience the difficulties of having to learn a
new program or procedure " (Garret , n .d.) .
Using technology , students feel more capable taking control of their learning , focusing on course
content , and having the abilit y to pursue similar concepts and problems.

With the continued

increase in the availability of teclmology , teachers as well as students are required to use these
advances to access more information , apply higher-order thinking skills , and to improve
understanding . Applets are designed to focus on application rather than memorization (Hopson ,
Simm s, & Knezek , 2001-2002) .
"As student s are solving a problem , they need to implement strategies , use resources , and
evaluat e their pro gress so that the y are aware of and critically examining their own decision
makin g. In techn olog ical environm ent, the resources available to students include their
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knowledge of concepts , facts , and procedures , as well as those offered by the technology"
(Underwood , Hoadley , & Lee, 2005 , p.100).
The use of applets and their design is becoming quite popular. Many researchers , educators and
students are finding that applets are an easy and creative way of getting involved in learning and
discovering statistical and mathematical concepts. Corder (2005) states, "Most science educators
contend that learning best occurs when students are engaged in active manipulation of their
environment and have an accompanying lab for that purpose . .. most science educators maintain
that students learn best when content is presented in a concrete fashion and incorporates
equipment-based demonstrations to complement the lecture " .
Applets are free , user-friendly and internet accessible which makes them ideal for use in and
outside the classroom. They are beneficial for distance education courses, home-schooled
students , home-bound students , and as a companion to text books and lecture notes. Teachers
can demonstrate course contents by using these computerized tools during lectures . Students are
then able to work from home , school , or public libraries by downloading Java and working
through the applets as many times as needed to solidify concepts. Teachers using these tools for
homework assignments have found several benefits. "First, instructors can require students to
perform exercises that require higher-order thinking skills and improve their problem-solving
skills (Dancy, Christian , and Belloni 2002 ; Greene 2001 ). Second , truly curious students can
enrich themselves by altering other aspects of the applet that were not part of the original
assignment. Third , students and/or instructors can easily repeat the assignment when reviewing
for an examination . Fourth . as stated earlier , applets are safe and inexpensive (Cartwright and
Valentin e 2002)" (Corder 2005).
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Statistical teaching is breaking free from the prior teaching methods of lecturing and requiring
students to imitate the calculations and exercises performed by the instructor. Students as well as
educators are finding that using a conceptual approach to learning statistics instead of solely
lecturing about course content is testing the students to become involved in the material and to be
actively learning and discovering the concepts for themselves. "The instructor is challenged to
involve students in the learning process by making them active rather than passive in the
classroom. The end result is movement away from the traditional process by making them active
rather than passive in the classroom" (Steinhorst & Keeler, 1995).
Many statistical educators are looking for ways to teach a variety of students with a variety of
learning styles. Lang (2006) argues , "no single teaching technique should constitute the sole
pedagogical method in the classroom, and that the most effective teachers are those who use
multiple approaches: lecturing, group discussion, problem-solving sessions , small-group work,
and more " . Educators are often urged to move out from behind the podium and open a world to
their students of hands-on discovery. When teaching solely with examples and sample problems ,
students are often confined to only mimic these examples instead of demonstrating depth of
understanding.

When students are confined in their learning process they often are unable to

answer a vast variety of questions surrounding a certain topic. Applets are evolving into a
teaching tool where students, by their own experiences, can make connections and construct
concepts. "They allow increased engagement, forcing the user to interact with dynamic objects.
Through this interaction students have opportunities to make meaning and see relationships as a
result of their own actions." (Moyer & Bolyard , 200 I)
In past years, teachers were confined to using hands-on manipulatives in the classroom. While
this is a popular way of learning , manipulatives may be expensive and purchasing a set to
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accommodate a large classroom may not be within the classroom's financial budget. Using
certain manipulatives in a classroom may be time consuming in the preparation and cleanup.
The use of virtual manipulatives , or applets, will decrease cost and save time. (Moyer & Bolyard .
2001) Using virtual manipulatives allow teachers and students to perform calculations and
experiments that otherwise may be impossible during a class period. For instance, students may
be able to calculate the exact probability of an unfair coin (probability not equal to ½) landing on
"heads" after 100 tosses using a computerized applet.
Computerized tools that use multiple strategies to find a solution engage a variety of students in a
positive way because often there is more than one way to perform a calculation or come to a
certain answer or conclusion.

Applets that are designed to have multiple calculation strategies

also allow several ways for the students to check their understanding of the concepts being
taught. These can be specifically created giving consideration to: the students , appropriate
statistical concepts, learning goals, solutions, and available technology. The design should help
students complete the task at hand. When direct feedback is given during any stage of the applet
the student is given the opportunity to correct a misunderstanding or gain a better understanding
of the concept. It is also beneficial to include some type of positive reinforcement for
participants during their experience using a virtual manipulative.

"All these design principles are

intended to facilitate problem solving , including principles such as allowing multiple entry
points , appropriate feedback , and rewarding strategic thought." (Underwood, Hoadley, & Lee ,
2005, p. I 05)
Applets do have drawbacks.

First, schools and classrooms may not be equipped with the

necessar y technolo gy to allow teachers the ability to instruct using applets. Second. school
computer labs ma y not have enough computers to accommodate the number of students
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participating in lessons involving applets. Third , computer labs may also be over crowded after
school with students who do not have a home computer , thus limiting their time to access the
applet. Fourth , educators and students may find it frustrating to use an applet if the server is
offline , or if the network is functioning slowly , or if the applet is removed from the server.
(Corder , 2005) Fifth, developing an applet that is beneficial for student use requires that
educators and designers put extra time and thought into the development of the applet.
As a student and an instructor it is important to me to broaden my views and teaching style by
investigating what methods have been created and tried to improve statistical understanding. I
was unaware of the creation and use of these teaching tutorials. The use of applets in education
is becoming increasingly more popular and more research is being conducted about the benefits
of using these computerized tools , it is important to me to understand how these tools can be
created and used to benefit students. There are so many benefits to using virtual manipulates, as
previously mentioned, it is my intent to evaluate an applet created for learning basic probability
and to see what positive outcomes it has and how it can be improved for further use.
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Methods
The applet designed for this project was created to assist the user in learning basic probability
such as; rules of probability , probabilities of mutually exclusive events and the mu1tiplication
rule. The design was focused on the user ' s ability to investigate and learn rules of probability in
a virtual hands-on way. Computerized teaching tools use written as well as visual instruction to
enhance the educational experience for many different learning styles . Virtual manipulatives
that allow learners to discover concepts, apply those concepts , receive immediate feedback and
positive reinforcements are mutually appealing to both the learner and instructor (Underwood ,
Hoadle y & Lee , 2005). The applet used in this project was specifically designed and
implemented to help participants discover or solidify basic statistical concepts through rules ,
hints , investigation , practice and playing. The applet created for this study is a probability game
name , "Dice Game " and is the primary tool used in this project.
Description of the Dice Game
The dice game created for this study is aimed at learning basic probability. The game was
designed to teach: rules of probability , probabilities of mutually exclusive events , and the
multiplication rule. The probability applet , (available online at
http: //www .math.usu.edu/ ~schneit /CTIS /) is a dice game consisting of six stages . Once the
participant opens the applet they will see a large red die near the top of the applet , this is the
rollin g die. The dice used in this probability game are mostly non-standard. The dice faces are
in grey to the left of the red rolling die. There are two "target " buttons located in the middle of
the dice game under the red rolling die ; the participant will need to select one target before
beginnin g eac h stage . Th ere are two tar gets corr espondin g to possible outcomes when the die is
rolled on each of the gam e's 6 stages. After the player has selected a target , they will begin
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rolling the die by clicking on the "roll" button directly under the red rolling die (see Figure 1).
When the rolling die face shows the selected target, the player will earn points. If the selected
target was rolled on the first attempt , the player earns five points and one point less for each
additional roll needed to reach the target (see Figure 2). Thus , it is to the player ' s benefit to
select the target with the highest probability of being rolled. Each player of the probability game
begins the game with 15 rolls. After the rolls are used , the game is over even if there are
remaining stages .
There are several helps provided to the player to enable him or her to select the target with the
highest probability . There is an "investigate chance " tab located at the top of each stage , which
when selected , will provide a visual the player can use to figure out the probability of the
individual targets. The purpose of the "investigate chance " tab is to visually show the player the
chance of the target happening when the die is rolled over and over again under the same
independent conditions. The " investigate chance " tab allows the player to take a step back from
the game , select a target , roll the die once or 100 time s and then look at a histogram to determine
the proportion of times the target will appear in the selected number of rolls. The player may
spend as much time as needed to investigate which target is most likely to produce the highest
number of points (see figure 3). In addition , a rule of chance explanation is found below the red
rolling die on each stage and corresponds to the specific probability concept for that stage. There
is an additional hint button located at the bottom of the applet that produces the "rule of chance"
in another window. This hint button could be eliminated in a revision of the dice game since it is
only a replica of the "rule of chance".
After the target is achieved by rolling the die, the particip ant has the opportunity to answer a
bonus question at the end of each stage to earn points for an additional roll. The bonus question
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is multiple choice and deals primarily with the individual stage's rule of chance . After
answering three bonus questions correctly , the participant earns one additional roll. If the
participant gets lucky and rolls their selected target on the first roll during all six stages, they will
earn the maximum 30 points for the game.
Figure 1. Layout of the Dice Game.
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Figure 2. Points earned during stages of the Dice Game.
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Description of Evaluating the Dice Game
Information al flyers and word of mouth were used to advertise the project on Utah State
University ' s campus. A total of thirt y participants volunteered to participate in the evaluation
proces s of the dice game. The evaluation consisted of three stages with l O different participants
in each stage. The volunteers only participated in one stage of the applet evaluation. The three
stages of the evaluation were designed to investigate the thinking process the game players
engage in; assess the effectiveness of the probability applet in increasing knowledge about rules
of probability , probabilities of mutually exclusive events, the multiplication rule ; and to evaluate
the applet ' s ease of use.
Ten particip ants who volunteered to participate in the process of the evaluation of the applet and
who were comfortable being video recorded were asked to take part in the think aloud process.
Eac h part icipant performed their think aloud evaluation separately from the other participants
and were asked to voice their thought s, ideas and frustrations about the computer , the applet , and
the probabilit y concepts being introduced as they worked their way through the dice game. A
student researcher was pre sent during this stage to ensure the video equipment ran smoothly and
to periodicall y guide and prompt the participant to explain thoughts, actions , and facial
expressions to determine as specifically as possible the participant's response to the dic e game.
Ten other participants were asked to take a computerized pretest before beginning to play the
probability ga me . The pretest was in a separate applet window and consisted of 6 multiple
choice questions that correspond to the bonus questions found after each of the 6 stages in the
probability app let. The pretest was displayed in a separate window from the dice game so
participants would not be distracted by the game they would be playing.

The prete st questions

were designed to asses the participant's prior knowl edge of rules of probabilit y, probabilities of
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mutually exclusive events, and the multiplication rule. After taking the pretest, the participants
then worked through the probability game and answered bonus multiple choice questions after
passing each stage. Participant's answers were compared to see if the probability game assisted
any of the players in increased understanding about the probability concepts displayed in the
game.
Another group also consisting of ten pa11icipantswas asked to complete a questionnaire after
playing through the probability applet. The questionnaire consisted of ten statements that asked
each student to select if they: strongly disagreed, disagreed, agreed, or strongly agreed to each of
the ten statements (see Appendix 1). The questionnaire was designed to evaluate the affect of
the applet, to decide if the user perception and understanding of basic probabilities was
influenced by the applet's design and content.
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Results

I had not been exposed to the use of computerized teaching tools inside or outside the classroom
before this project. After being introduced to the idea of applets and playing with some of the
applets posted on the National Library of Virtual Manipulatives found at http ://nlvrn.usu.edu/ it
quickly became apparent to me that these tools could have a very positive influence on statistical
education. The people participating in the evaluation of this probability applet were very
enthusiastic and positive about the prospects of using these tools inside the classroom to add
variety to lesson plans. The participants also expressed the desire to use more technology such
as the dice game to learn and discover concepts in statistics as well as mathematics courses.
Think Aloud Section:
The think aloud section of the applet evaluation gave in-depth insight into the set up and
potential success of the probability applet in teaching basic probabi lity. Each of the ten people
who participated in this stage of the evaluation had different mathematical and statistica l
backgrounds and interests in statistics (see Appendix 2). Each participant gave a very unique
insight into the applet and what it potentially can and cannot do in helping one discover and
apply basic probability rules.
After each participant started the probability game and selected a target, the student researchers
needed to prompt nine out of ten of the students to click the "roll" button to roll the die again if
the chosen target was not reached on the first roll. The participants also needed prompting to
continue clicking the roll button if the die face did not change between rolls. It was important to
tell the participant s that the roll button randomly rolled the die. Many of the participants wanted
to reselect the other target after they rolled a die face that did not corres pond to their chosen
target. One participant expressed his frustration that he was "not good" at probability if he had
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to roll several times to get his selected target. The idea that the roll of the die was random was
unclear.
Three out of the ten participants immediately started the probability game by reading the "rule of
chance". None of the students clicked on the helps provided within the applet unless they were
guided to do so by the student researchers. Even after being prompted to use the investigate
chance tab, the students quickly exited the helps and started rolling the die again. The
participants were unsure how investigating their targets on a separate playing field would help
them achieve their targeted goal.
When the participants reached the stages with two dice they were apprehensive about selecting a
target. Some participants suggested that the die faces be listed twice even though they were the
same for each of the two dice. After being prompted to read the rule of chance, six participants
paused or asked the student researcher to then re-explain the rule of chance, before they selected
a target. Many of the participants relied on the student researcher to explain the rules of chance
or reinstate the directions throughout the game. Although this was not the intended purpose of
the student researchers , it became apparent that nine out of the ten participants were not
accustomed to thinking out loud, especially with an audience, and did not express much
confidence in their understanding of the rules of chance, thus seeking for additional help and
assurance.
The first participant seemed disinterested. She swiveled in her chair during the entire game and
was non responsive when asked how she was determining which targets to select. She did not
show any facial expressio ns until the end of the game when the student researcher exclaimed
"yo u got if ' after rolling her target during the final stages of the probability applet. This
participant smiled when her success was verbalized.
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The second participant relied heavily on the student researcher to provide prompts and clarify
probability rules as well as define terminology such as, "product " . The participant said she was
guessin g on each stage because she did not know and said she "was dumb " . At the end of the
probability applet she said that she would have benefited by a few example problems to start
with rather than verbal instructions.
The third participant when prompted to read the "rule of chance" hint to select a target said , " I
don't know , I' m lost" . She was then able to select the target with the greatest probability after
additional explanation by the student researcher. Even though the purpose of the student
researcher was not to explain the rule of chance, the participant seemed unable to continue
playing the game without the additional explanation . After the player selected the target
believed to have the greatest chance of showing on the die , the die was rolled and showed the
face listed on the other target. She asked if she could go back and change her selected target.
She then started guessing and picking a target on each stage and rolling until she was out of rolls
and the game ended. No suggestions were given to improve the probability game.
The fourth participant said that the rules of chance were annoying because he felt he needed to
read them multiple times to understand them. At each stage he selected a target and only read
the rule of chance if he was prompted to do so . He did not read the rule of chance explaining the
multiplication rule and finally after some prompting used the provided scratch paper to calculate
the probabilities . He seemed in a hurry to complete the probability applet.
The fifth participant first struggled to figure out the probabilities of each target before she read
the rule s of chance . After struggling out loud to calculate the probabilitie s she read the rules of
chanc e and declared, " I' m so bad at Math " . After slowly counting the die faces and reducing
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fractions she was able to choose her target. After using all of her allotted die rolls she was
surprised when the game ended.
The sixth participant graduated from Utah State University in May 2008 in Statistics and moved
smoothly through the entire applet. He read the rules out loud to himself , used the scratch paper
provided to calculate the probability of each target, and read the die faces out loud after each roll.
After rolling the selected target he read the bonus question. He moved the bonus question screen
display to the side so that he could re-read the rule of chance. He then calculated the probability
and answered the bonus question. After working through each stage in a similar manner , he
finished all six stages and when the final '·you won '· screen was posted , he seemed very pleased
and said out loud, "I won".
The seventh participant , a junior at Utah State University. said that he had not taken any
mathematics or statistics classes during his college experience and that his interest level in
mathematics or statistics was a one, the lowest possible rating. He however was very
enthusiastic and immediately started the applet by reading the '·rule of chance ". He then looked
at the two targets and asked himself, "what ' s on my side ?" He exclaimed " yeah " when he rolled
his chosen target and earned the maximum of five points. He was prompted by the student
researcher to use the hint buttons when on a stage with two dice instead of one. He used the
hints and talked himself through selecting a target where he thought his chances were greater.
He seemed very interested in learning about probability using an applet and used the helps that
were given and maintained a positive attitude and a high level of interest during each of the game
stages.
The eighth student. a senior at Utah State University. majoring in Mathematics and Statistics said
that he worked through each stage picking the target that had the most faces on the die . He wa s
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very aware of the number of rolls he had remainin g as they counted down and his targ et was not
being rolled. He wanted to change the target but the student researcher reminded him that the die
faces were random . He suggested that the applet could use cards or different probabilit y
applications. He thought that using an applet in a class would be a nice break from a power point
lectur e.
The ninth participant in this stage of the applet evaluation hurriedly selected targets and began
rolling the die. He bypassed reading the rules of chance and guessed when answering bonus
questions. He was unsure about the terminology , "product " and after the student researcher
explained that he needed to multiply the probabilities he was able to select the target with the
greatest probability. The participant said he had not thought about probability in a while and
thought this could be useful at a casino or in a game show.
The tenth and final participant said she did not know why she was selecting certain targets and
asked the student researcher to clarify the game. After walking through stage one with the
student researcher she guessed on the targets she selected and quickl y clicked the roll button.
She said that a warm up stage would have helped her know how to select the targets and play the
game.
Knowledge
Each of the participants (see Appendix 3) answered a pretest consisting of six questions (see
Appendix 5). Each question was geared towards the probability concepts on the six stages of the
dice game. After the participants answered the pretest questions they played the dice game.
Within the probabilit y app let there are bonus questions after each stage. These bonus questions
correspond to the probability concepts introduced during each stage and have the same format as
the pretest questions , thus acting as a posttest.
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Since the game can end without completing all of the stages , only two participants in this stage
of the applet completed the game with the given number of rolls. The game ended before the
other eight participants had the opportunity to complete all of the stages and thus they did not
have the ability to answer all of the bonus questions. On participant was only able to complete
stages one and two before the game ended. This being the case, I was unable to compare all of
the participant's answers on the pretest and posttest. I was only able to compare the two
questions on the pretest and the bonus questions following the first two stages of the game.
I set up a test of significance using a paired T-test to determine whether or not the dice game had
a positive effect on the participant's scores. I hypothesized that the difference between the
average pretest scores and the average posttest scores were solely due to chance, this is the null
hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis being that the difference between the two averages is not
due to chance and that the dice game did have a positive effect on the participant's understanding
of the basic rules of probability introduced in the applet. The participant ' s mean difference was
0.1 with a corresponding test statistic, T=0.3612 yielding a p-value of 0.6368. The p-value is
large enough to fail to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the difference is due to
chance.

It would be noteworthy to conduct this evaluation again, altering the dice game to allow as many
rolls as necessary to complete all of the applet stages and thus having the opportunity to answer
all of the bonus questions . It is important to note that the sample of participants who took the
pretest and posttest were volunteers. It would be more interesting and beneficial to have an
introductory group of statistic students who have not yet been exposed to these probability rules
evaluate possible know ledge gained by playing the dice game .
Questionnair e
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After playing through the probability game, 10 participants were asked to answer a
questionnaire. 40% of the participants (4 people) said they agreed that they had understood more
about probability after playing the game than they had before they started. 30% of the
participants (3 people) said that they did not learn very much about probability from playing the
game because they felt that they already knew what the game was trying to teach them. 70% of
the players (7 people) said that they had enjoyed playing the game while only 30% (3 people)
said that they would like to play the game again. All of the participants said they either agreed or
strongly agreed that they would like to play games like the probability applet that involved other
concepts and subjects . However, when asked if they would rather play the game or learn with
their classmates , over half of the participants said that they would rather learn probability while
working with their classmates (see Table I).
The questionnaire also asked the participants what they would change to make the game more
effective , easier to use and how they could have learned more about probability (see Table 2).
The majority of the answers included that the participants would change the overall length, the
targets during each stage and the number of points earned per stage to make the probability game
more effective. The majority of students also voiced they would change the directions to make
the game easier to use. When asked what could have helped them learn more probability, the
majority said that they could have learned more if they game had a variety of probability
applications.
The participants seemed very enthusiastic about the possibility of using applets to learn concepts
in statistics and mathematics classes. They seemed appreciative for the effort to add variety in
instruction and lesson plans.
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Table 1. Participant ' s response to the Questionnaire (see Appendix 1).

Statement

Strongly
Disa ree

No

Res onse

2
4

7
5
7
6
7

3
3
3
2

Table 2. Paiticipant's respons e to possible future changes to the Dice Game.
Participant 's
Response
Statement 8
the overall length
the number of hint buttons
the targets during each stage
the hint buttons to display helps for each
target
the number of points earned per stage
no response

2

1
2

0
2
3

Statement 9:

the coloring
the dir ect ion s
the size and shape of the tool bar s
the location of the hint button
the locations of the tool bars
no response
Statement I 0:
more definitions
more hint s
more question s
more of a variety of probabilit y
applications
no response

3

0
3
5

2
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Future Directions
After being exposed first hand to the exciting world of applets I feel they can be a changing force
in the reform of statistical education . They have the abilit y to open a world of understanding to
teacher s and students through fun interactive learning techniques. The dice game can be a fun
computerized hands-on way for beginning statistics students to learn basic rules of probability.
After talking with many of the participants , I felt that many people could benefit from the Dice
Game because the concept of probability was presented in a non-threatening, friendly way. The
participants expressed the desire to branch out from power point lectures and use more applets.
These computerized learning tools combine aspects of fun , learning, and real life applications
that in many instances cannot be met by a text book or lecture notes. The participants were able
to express aspects of the Dice Game that were beneficial as well as possible modifications that
could make the game even more valuable to learnin g basic probability.
Dice Game Suggestions:
Nine out of the ten students participating in the think-aloud processes needed to be prompted to
keep clickin g the "roll " button if the target was not reached on the first roll. The student
researchers had to explain that the "roll " button randoml y rolled the die and if the die showed the
same face as the previous roll it was solely by chance. To help eliminate this confusion with the
random die could be an animation of the die being rolled.
This probability applet could be used in an introductory Statistics classroom. A worksheet could
be developed to go hand in hand with this probability applet to guide students to use the help
links provided and even require students to provid e feedback as to why the helps are built into
the appl et. While student researcher s were availabl e to answer que stions and prompt students
durin g this eva luation of the probabilit y appl et, if given as a homework assignment or used in
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class as an activity students would be encouraged to discover the hints and understand the rules
of probability without relying on human interaction.
Many students noted during the think aloud process that they were unsure about the applet stages
that used two dice to calculate the probabilities. If used by an instructor, the applet could be
accompanied by guided notes that would guide the students through the hints and investigate
chance button. Guided notes could strongly encourage the students to read and work through the
hints more than once, rather than merely glancing through them.
Future suggestions for the use of applets
If offered , a technology class geared towards teaching undergraduate Mathematics or Statistics
Education majors how to teach Mathematics or Statistics using technology could develop an
applet and a lesson plan using the applet to teach basic Mathematics or Statistics. These students
could work in small groups to develop the applet and lesson plan and then during their required
time in middle school and high school classrooms could evaluate their applets on appropriate age
levels. This has the potential of getting more new teachers involved in using technology while
teaching and involving their students with hands on lesson plans .
These interactive computerized teaching tools could be introduced to students learning at very
basic levels. With exposure to applets in early education, many students who learn most
effectively with hands-on instruction will be more prepared for higher level understanding as
well as have the ability to disregard popular negative attitudes surrounding mathematics and
statistics .
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Conclusion
The use of interactive java applets both inside and outside of the classroom has the potential of
enhancing the ability of students to understand course concepts by practicing these concepts in a
fun interactive way. Students can use applets to discover concepts for themselves and thus
creating a better foundation of understanding. Many computerized Java applets are free and
convenient because they are accessible over the internet and present a fun way to learn and
practice course material. Applets have the ability to cater to any individual learning pace and
style.
With the increasing interest in computerized teaching tutorials , it is expected that more students
will be able to better understand and perhaps master statistical concepts with this user friendly
learning tool. After being exposed to the se teachin g and learning tools I feel the positive aspects
will help change many peoples views of learnin g mathematics and statistics.
The Dice Game only focuses on one small concept of statistics but got a very positive response
and excitement for learning with applets in the future . I would like to further this project by
introducing probability using the Dice Game when teaching introductory statistics courses in the
future.
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Appendix 1

Please read each statement about you. Indicate the degree to which you agree with the statement
by selecting one and only one choice.
Statement 1. I understand more about probability than I did before I played this game.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Statement 2. I did not learn very much about probability from playing the game because I
already knew what the game was trying to teach me.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Statement 3. Overall I enjoyed playing the game.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Statement 4. I would like to play this game again.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Statement 5. I would like to play other games like this involving other concepts and subjects.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
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Statement 6. I would prefer learning probability while working with classmates than playing this
game.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Statement 7. The directions for the game were easy to follow.
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Statement 8. If I could change the game to make it more effective I would change:
the
the
the
the
the

overall length
number of hint buttons
targets during each stage
hint buttons to display helps for each target
number of points earned per stage

Statement 9. lfl could change the game to make it easier to use I would change:
the
the
the
the
the

coloring
directions
size and shape of the tool bars
location of the hint button
locations of the tool bars

Statement 10. I could have learned more about probability if the game had:
more
more
more
more

definitions
hints
questions
of a variety of probability applications
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Appendix 2

Interest Level in Math/Stat
1234 5
(1=Low , 5=High)
5

Year in
school
Sophomore

Math 1010 - Spring 2008

3

Sophomore

Female

Math 1050 - 2007

3

Junior

T4

Male

Math 1010 - Spring 2008

3

Sophomore

T5

Female

Math 1010 - Spring 2007

1

Junior

T6

Male

Received a Bachelors Degree in
Statistics
Spring 2008

5

Graduated

T7

Male

None

1

Junior

T8

Male

Math/Stat Major expected graduation
Spring 2009

5

Senior

T9

Male

Math 1010 - Fall 2006
Math 1050 - Fall 2007

3

Sophomore

T10

Female

Math 1050 - 2002

2

Graduated

Participant
T1

Gender
Female

T2

Female

T3

College
Math/Stat Courses and Date Completed
Math 1210 - Spring 2008
Math 1060 - Fall 2007
Math 1050 - Spring 2007
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Appendix 3

College Level

Interest Level in Math/Stat
12 34 5

Gender

Math/Stat Courses and Date Completed

(1=Low , 5=Hiqh)

Year in
School

K1

Male

Brief Calculus - 2006
Stat 2300 - 2007

5

Senior

K2

Male

Math 1100
Stat 2300

2

Senior

K3

Female

Math 1050
Math 1100
Stat 2300

3

Senior

K4

Male

Pre Calculus - 1997

2

Senior

K5

Female

Math 1100 - 1993
Stat 2300 - 2004

2

Senior

K6

Female

Math 1050 - Spring 2008

4

Junior

K7

Female

Math 1050 - 2004
Math 1060 - 2005

4

Junior

K8

Male

Math 1050 - 2008
Math 1060 - 2008

5

Freshman

K9

Female

Math 1050 - 2008
Math 1060 - 2008

4

Freshman

K10

Female

Math 1050 - Spring 2005

1

Senior

Participant
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Appendi x 4

Interest Level in
Math/Stat
College Level

1234 5

Gender

Math/Stat Courses and Date Completed

(1=Low, 5=High)

Year in
School

01

Male

Math 2210
Math 2250

3

Senior

02

Male

Math 1010 - 2005
Math 1050 - 2006
Math 1100 - 2007
Stat 2300 - 2007

4

Junior

03

Female

Stat 1040 - Spring 2007

1

Junior

04

Female

Math 1050 - 2007
Math 1060 - 2008

4

Freshman

05

Female

Math 1050 - Spring 2008
Stat 1040 - Summer 2008

1

Junior

06

Female

Math 0900
Math 1010
Stat 1040

3

Sophomore

07

Female

Math 1010 - Fall 2004
Math 1050 - Spring 2005

3

Senior

08

Female

None

3

Junior

09

Male

Math 1210
Stat 1040 - Fall 2003

4

Senior

010

Female

Math 1050 - Spring 2004

3

Graduated

Participant
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Appendix 5
.-J• J xj
Question 2

Question 1

What is the chanceof rolling a 2?

What is the chanceof rollinga 3?

,. 4

, 3

,' 1

r 2

2/3

,· 1/2

r 1/3

,· 1/3

r

Question 3

Question 4

What 1s the chance of rollinga 4?

Wl1atis the chanceof rollinga 4?

r 4

,' 6

(' 1

r

1/6

r
r

1/4

r

1

1/6

('' 0

Question 5

Question 6

If two dice havingthesesamefaces are rolled
whatis tne chanceof rolling two ones?

If twodice havingthese samefaces are rolled
whatis the chance of rollinga two and a three?

r
r
r

1/3

rz

1/6

(' 1/6

1/9

;' 2/3

r

2

(' 1/3
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